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1. Although the literature on the representation of ordered groups,

[l; 2; 3](2), and in particular of vector lattices, [4; 5; 6](8), as spaces of

functions, or "functionoids," [7], is vast, the central fact that every archi-

medean lattice ordered group has such a representation does not seem to

have been published. The first purpose here is to furnish such a representa-

tion as a space of Caratheodory functions [8; 9](4).

An important biproduct of this representation is the fact that every

archimedean lattice ordered group is abelian, a fact which was first proved

by Iwasawa [10] and then by Birkhoff [ll] in different ways. The proof

given here conforms more closely to the proof for the totally ordered case, as

given by Baer [12] and Cartan [13] and, in general, seems to be appropriate.

Our main tool is a lattice of carriers (these were introduced by Jaffard

[14] under the name of filets) associated with a given ordered group. Our

preference for carriers to bands [15] is dictated by subsequent studies in the

nonarchimedean case, bands being seemingly inadequate for our needs there,

as well as being somewhat less suitable for our present purpose.

For a distributive lattice L with a minimal element, the lattice L* of

carriers is the image of L under a certain lattice homomorphism. This homo-

morphism is discussed in §2. §3 is concerned with special properties of L*

when L is the positive cone in a Banach lattice B. Under certain conditions

on B, L* is conditionally complete, a complete, and relatively complemented.

The Caratheodory functions are defined in §4, and in §5 every archi-

medean lattice ordered group G is shown to be isomorphic to a subspace of

the space of Caratheodory functions generated by its lattice of carriers.

Finally, §6 is devoted to the existence of compatible semi norms in an

archimedean vector lattice. It is known that there are such vector lattices

which cannot be normed. Here we seek general criteria for the existence and
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nonexistence of compatible semi norms. A criterion is obtained for their

existence in an archimedean vector lattice, and another for their nonexistence

in the space of all Caratheodory functions based on a boolean algebra. These

criteria are in terms of properties of the carriers.

2. This section deals with the lattice of carriers. For this, let L be a dis-

tributive lattice with a minimal element 0; i.e., x2:0 for every xEL. An

example is the positive cone in a lattice ordered group. An ideal 7CP is a set

such that x, y£7 implies xVJyEJ, and x£7, yEL implies x(~\yEJ- Krish-

nan [16] has shown that, for every ideal 7, the homomorphism a, for which

a(x)=a(y) if and only if there are z, wEJ for which x\Jz = y\Jw, is the

minimal homomorphism whose kernel is 7. Pierce [17] has shown that the

homomorphism 8, for which B(x) =B(y) if and only if x(~\zEJ for exactly

those zEL for which yC\z£7, is the maximal homomorphism whose kernel

is 7. It follows from the results of Krishnan and Pierce that, for a given L

and J EL, the homomorphisms a and 8 are the same if and only if the image

of L under a is disjunctive.

Our interest is in the case 7= [o]. In this case, the homomorphism 8 has

as its cosets the equivalence sets in L given by:

x~y    if z C\ x = 0    if and only if z f~\ y = 0.

Thus, if for every xEL, we define D(x) as the set of elements in L which are

disjoint with x, then x~y if and only if 77(x) =D(y). If L* is the set of equiv-

alence classes x*, y*, ■ ■ ■ in L then L* is also a distributive lattice with

minimal element 0*= [0], since 8 is a lattice homomorphism. Moreover, L* is

disjunctive. We call the elements of L* the carriers of the elements of P.

Thus, if B(x) =x*, then x* is the carrier of x. Now, a and 8 are the same if

and only if L is disjunctive. Also, 8 is an isomorphism if and only if L is dis-

junctive. On the other hand, while L* is disjunctive it need not always be

relatively complemented. For, if L is disjunctive without being relatively

complemented then L=L*. The lattice L whose elements are unions of finite

numbers of closed intervals and of points is an example.

For a lattice ordered group G, we consider the lattice G* of carriers of the

positive cone in G, but refer to G* as the lattice of carriers of G.

The carriers are like "sets" on which the members of a lattice of "func-

tions" do not vanish. Indeed, if L is the set of all non-negative real functions

on a set S, then L* is the lattice of subsets of 5. If the elements of L are

equivalence classes of functions, those of L* may, instead of being sets, be

equivalence classes of sets. Moreover, we point out in the next section, that

even for a lattice of real functions, the carriers may not be sets, but are

equivalence classes of sets.

3. We wish to remark on the lattice of carriers for a Banach lattice. A

vector lattice X is a vector space which is also a lattice such that x>0,

y>0, a>0 imply ax>0, x+y>0. Then, for every xEX, we write x+ = xW0,
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x~ = xC\0, and | x\ =x+ — x~. Moreover, it is true that x = x++x-. A compati-

ble norm for X is one such that |x| ^ \y\ implies ||x|| 2:||y||. A vector lattice

with a compatible norm is called a normed vector lattice, and if it is a Banach

space, it is called a Banach lattice. Some authors also assume X is a condi-

tionally a complete lattice, but we do not make this assumption since it ex-

cludes some interesting cases.

Let X be a Banach lattice and {x*} a sequence of carriers in X. Then

{x*} has a least upper bound in X*. Indeed, for every n, there is an x„£x*,

x„>0, such that ||x„||^2~n. (We have used the fact that (ax)*=x* for every

a>0). Now, for every ra, let

n

yn  =    ? . Xm.

m=*l

Then \Jm=i x* is the carrier of y„. Moreover, {y„} is a Cauchy sequence so

that it has a limit x with carrier x*. Evidently, x*^x*, for every ra, so that

x* is an upper bound for {x*}. Suppose y*<x* is also an upper bound. Then,

since X* is disjunctive, there is a z*>0*, y*C\z* = 0*, z*<x*. There is a

z£z* such that 0<z<x —x„ for every ra. Then ||x —x„|| ^||z||, for every ra.

Since s>0, this contradicts the fact that lim„,OT ||x — x„|| =0. We call a lattice

upper a complete if every countable set has a least upper bound, and have

Proposition 1. If X is a Banach lattice, its lattice X* of carriers is upper

a complete.

We do not know whether, for every Banach lattice X, the associated

lattice X* of carriers is relatively complemented. However, this fact is easily

established in a special case.

We suppose X satisfies:

(a) The norm is strictly increasing; i.e.,

I x\   >  \y\     implies    ||x|| > ||y||.

(b) Every bounded monotone sequence in X is a Cauchy sequence.

Let x* and y* be carriers, y*<x*, and let x>0, y>0 be such that their

carriers are x* and y*, respectively. Let Z be the set of all z>0, z<x, for

which z*C\y* = 0*. That Z is nonempty follows since X* is disjunctive. For

every zG.Z, \\z\\ ^|[x||, so that the norm is bounded on Z. Let

m = sup [||z|| | z £ Z],

and let {z„} be an increasing sequence in Z such that limn<00 ||z„|| =m. By

Condition (b), {zn} is a Cauchy sequence. We let f = limn,oo zn. Then ||f|| =m.

Suppose f*Wy*<x*. Then, there is a w*<x* such that w*r\(£*\Jy*) =0*,

and there is a w<x whose carrier is w*. Now, X+w^Z, and by condition (a),
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||f+w\\ >m, which is impossible. Hence, f*Wy* = x*, so that X* is relatively

complemented.

More is true; X* is conditionally complete. Let 5 be any set in X*, let

x*ES, and let x>0 have x* as carrier. We consider the set Z of all z<x,

z>0, whose carriers are lower bounds of 5 and then proceed as before to find

a greatest lower bound. That every bounded set in A"* has a least upper

bound follows by complementation. We thus have:

Proposition 2. If X is a Banach lattice satisfying conditions (a) and (b),

then its lattice X* of carriers is a conditionally complete and a complete relatively

complemented lattice.

We consider now the Banach lattice C of continuous functions x = x(/) on

the closed interval [0, 1 ] with

||x|| = max | x(t) | .

In the first place, this is a vector lattice of real functions. Secondly, it

satisfies neither conditions (a) nor (b). We notice, however, that its lattice

C* of carriers is a complete boolean algebra whose elements are not subsets

of [0, l]. Indeed, x and y are equivalent if and only if the sets on which

they do not vanish differ by nowhere dense sets. The carriers are accordingly

equivalence classes of open sets modulo nowhere dense sets. The complement

of a carrier x* is the equivalence class to which the interior of the complement

of any set belonging to x* belongs. Moreover, the supremum of a set 5 of

carriers is the carrier to which the open set belongs which is the union of open

sets, one from each carrier in S. We thus have:

Proposition 3. The lattice C* of carriers of the Banach lattice C of continu-

ous functions on [0, 1 ] is the complete boolean algebra of open sets modulo

nowhere dense sets in the interval [0, l].

On the other hand, we know that there are archimedean vector lattices

for which the lattice of carriers is not relatively complemented. For example,

we consider the smallest vector lattice of real functions on [0, l] which con-

tains the function x2 and the characteristic functions of the intervals [0, a]

for all 0<o<l. The complement of [0, a] with respect to [0, l] is not a car-

rier.

Finally, if the lattice L (positive cone of a lattice ordered group G) is

conditionally complete, we shall show in §5 that its lattice L* of carriers is

also conditionally complete. Moreover, if A is the conditional completion of

L then A* is the conditional completion of L*.

4. Our version of the Caratheodory functions is a cross between the

original definition of Caratheodory and the one given by Kappos [18] and

is based on a slightly more general boolean system.
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We start with a relatively complemented distributive lattice L. Then, for

every a£7,, the set

La= [P S a | p £ L]

is a boolean algebra, so that L may be called a local boolean algebra.

For every finite set (the empty set is allowed) of pairwise disjoint ele-

ments «i, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an in L and real Oi, a2, • ■ • , a„, all different from zero, we

consider the form

/ = aiai + a2a2 + • • • + a„an.

Two forms /= zZt-i a*a* anc' S = XX1 °*ft are considered equal if U?_! ak

= U™_i Pk and if ctiC\[ij7±0 implies a, = bj. We add forms according to the rule

n      m n/m\m/n\

f + g = £ zZ («< + &;)(«< ^ ft) + E «•(«.• - U ft) + £ M ft - U aA
,_1 y_i i=l       \ y=i     / y=i       \ ,-=1       /

for/= Z*=i ffi«ia nd g= Z^-i °yft> where the sum

n       m

Elfe + iyKmAft)
,_l y_i

is restricted to those terms for which ai+bjT^O, and we multiply by real

scalars according to the rule e/= Z"-» aa,iXi, where /= Z~%-i ai<Xi and a

is real. If the set cti, cti, ■ ■ ■ , an is empty; i.e., ra = 0, we have the zero form.

A form/= Z"=i a<ai is positive if a,->0, i = l, • • • , ra. The set E of all these

forms is then an archimedean vector lattice and we call its members elemen-

tary Carthiodory functions generated by L. We note that E*=L.

We define the vector lattice B of bounded Caratheodory functions generated

by L as the conditional completion of E. Then B* is the conditional comple-

tion of L, so that B* is a conditionally complete local boolean algebra. For

f = XXi aiai £ T- an<i « £ Ti*, we define the restriction of / to a as /°

= Z"-i ff«(a,-^a). Now, let/£75 and a£5*. Let A CjE be the lower segment

of the Dedekind cut defining/, and let A" be the set of restrictions of ele-

ments of A to a. We define the restriction fa of / to a as the least upper bound

of Aa in B.

We now define the vector lattice C of all CarathSodory functions generated

by L. For this, let a£B* and let {«„} be a countable decomposition of a

such that a = U^°_1 a„ and anr^am = 0 for n^m. Then, for every ra, let/„£5

have carrier an. We let / be the formal sum

n=l

C consists of all these forms/. Two forms/= zZn-ifn, with carriers a = LT-i a„,

and g= zZZ-i gm, with carriers /3 = U^=1 ft,, are considered equal if a = 0 and
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if a,A6y^0 implies ffi^i = gjin»i. If /= \Zn-iU, with carriers a = U"_ia„,
and g= 2^m=x gm, with carriers B = \J™=X 8m, then f+g is defined as

OO 00

CO 00 .-, f. OO ., °° „        t   I

/ + g = 1j L, ifi      + H     ) + 2-/* +2- */
i-i y=i i=i y-i

and /2;g if /J"<n/Sy = 5"*°'*' for every i, j. If /= XXi/« an£f a is real> then a/

= Z^"=i a/"- ft is then an easy matter to show that C is a conditionally com-

plete vector lattice, and that C* = B*.

A related vector lattice associated with L was used by Caratheodory

and will also be needed in this paper. For this purpose, we suppose L is a

relatively complemented distributive lattice endowed with a completely addi-

tive, non-negative, possibly infinite valued, real function p. We now consider

the elementary functions f=axax+a2a2+ ■ ■ ■ +anan for which u(a,) < &,

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. These form a vector lattice 7 which is a subspace of E. Now,

the norm

Ti

ii/ll = E Ul •/*(«.)
i=X

is compatible with the order relation in 7. The Caratheodory space of summable

functions on L is the Banach space completion of 7.

5. We now proceed to the proof that every archimedean lattice ordered

group G is isomorphic to a subgroup of a vector space C of Caratheodory

functions. It is clear that we may suppose G to be conditionally complete.

We consider a generalized weak unit u associated with the group G whose

existence is assured by:

Proposition 4. There is a set e*, a£2l, contained in G* such that

(a) if a^8, then e*ar\e*0=O*,

(b) for every x*EG*,

U   x  t\ ea = x .

The existence of this set follows by a standard application of Zorn's lemma

or of transfinite induction.

For every a£2I, we consider an eaEG, ea>0, whose carrier is e*. The col-

lection ea, aE%, we designate by u, and call a generalized weak unit ior G.

We now give several statements which we shall need.

Proposition 5. If x(~\y = 0, then x+y = x\Jy so that, since xWy=yWx,

we have x+y=y+x.

For the proof, see [ll, p. 220]. (It is convenient to use the additive nota-

tion even though G is not assumed to be abelian.)
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Proposition 6. 7/x>0 and y*£G* then x = w+v = v+w, where w*Sy*

and v*C\y* =0*. 7ra particular, G* is relatively complemented.

Proof. We let

w = sup [z I z ^ 0, z S x, z* S y* I

and

v = sup [z | z Si 0, z ^ x, z* P\ y* = 0*J.

Then wSx, vSx, and wf^v = 0, so that x^wWt; = w+z) = n-l-TO. Suppose

x>v+w. Then x —(w+i') >0. There is then a t<x — (w+v), t>0, so that

either f*<y* or t*r\y* = 0*. Now i+w^x and t+vSx and either (/+w)*

^y* or (t+v)*C\y* = 0* so that one of w and z» is not the specified supremum.

The decomposition of Proposition 6 is unique, and w is called the projec-

tion of y* on x. This will be designated by

w = (x, y*).

Corollary 1. If G is conditionally complete then so is G*.

Proof. Let x*, a£$, have an upper bound y* in G*. Let y have carrier

y* and consider the set of all (y, x*), a£$. This set has y as an upper bound.

Let x = sup (y, x*). Then xSy. We show that xa = sup x*. In the first place,

x*=^x*, for all «£$. Suppose z*<x* and z*=gx* for all «£$. Since G* is dis-

junctive there is w*Sx*, w*C\z* = 0* and there is w<x whose carrier is w*.

It follows that x — w^(y, x*), for all a£#, so that x^sup (y, x*). But this

contradicts our assumption regarding x. That G* is relatively complemented

follows from Proposition 6 with y*Sx*.

Proposition 7. 7/x>0, y>0, and x*=y*, then

y = sup (nxC\ y).
n

Proof. Suppose y — sup„ (nxC\y) =z>0. Then z*>0*. But this implies

that ra(x, z*) <y, for all ra, which contradicts the fact that G is archimedean.

Proposition 8. If 0<w<v, then for every z>0 there is k such that kw+z

>kv.

The proof, which uses the archimedean character of G, is left to the

reader.

Let C be the space of Caratheodory functions generated by G*. We define

a mapping </> of the positive elements of G into C which is one-one, order

preserving, and operation preserving. Then 0 may be extended to all of G by

letting <p(x —y) =<p(x) —<j>(y).

For every pair m, ra of positive integers and every a let
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Vmn.a  =   [(»*£«  -   2nx)+]

and let

ymn = sup [ymn,a\ a E 21].

Then

ym+x,n ^ ymn,       for every m,

and, for every n,

■if. $

x   = supymn,
m

for, evidently, x*^supm 3>*n, and if x*>supm3>*„, and we write

* * *
z   = x   — supmymn,

there is an a £21 such that

* * ^   *        *
z„ = z   H e, > 0 .

This implies that

sup (mea f\ 2"x) < (2nx, ea),
m

which contradicts Proposition 7.

If we let

Xmn  =   ym+l,n  —  ymn, ™   =   1,  2,   •   •   •

then

* - l°l   *X u xmn
m=\

where the x*n, w = l,  2, • • • , are  pairwise disjoint.  Moreover, for every

nj xm,n+i, tn = l, 2, • • • , is a refinement of x*n, m = l, 2, • • • . The forms

CO

/n / ^ WlL      ^mnj W   —   1,  Z,   *   *   *  ,

wi=l

belong to the vector lattice of all Caratheodory functions generated by G*

and

fn   ̂  /n+l, n  =   1, 2,   '   *   •  .
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We let

f = inf/.
n

and define the mapping

4>: *->/.

In order to show that this mapping is one-one, we suppose x>0, y>0,

x^y. Then there is a z* such that (x, z*) > (y, z*) or (y, z*) > (x, z*). Thus we

need only show that xC\y = 0 implies cp(x\Jy) = </>(x)+c/>(y) and that x<y

implies cp(x) 9^cj>(y). We omit the easy proof of the first statement. For the

second statement, there is an a £31 such that (x, e*)<(y, e*), so that there

are m, n such that

* * * *
Zmn,a Xmn,a ymn,a  -^  ^   ,

since, by Proposition 8, w<v implies, for every z, the existence of a k such

that kw+z^ckv. It follows that

4>(y)   —  <$>(x)   2:   (4>(y),  Zmn.a)   ~   (4>(x), Zmn.a)   =   2~nZmn,a,

thus completing the proof.

In similar fashion, we may show that if 0<x<y then <p(x) <cp(y) and

that if x, y>0, then

c5(x U y) = cb(x) KJ cb(y)

where the last operation is in all of C.

It remains only to show that

d>(x + y) = cb(x) + cb(y).

We may restrict our attention to the case x*=y*. We write h=cj>(x+y),

f=cp(x) and g=cp(y), and consider the x*„ and y*„ which correspond to x and

y, respectively, according to the above description. For every mi, m2, and n,

we let

* *     r\    *
Zm\m%n Xmin I   \ ym%n.

Then x*=y* = U£lim2_1 z*im2„, for every n. It follows that for all mi, m2, n

2~n(mi + m2 — 2)zmimin S (h, zmimin) S 2~n(mi + m2)zmim2n

and

2~n(m2 —   l)2mim2n  ^   (& 2mi7n2«)   ^  2~nW22;m1m2n
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so that, since

*        * * *      *
x   = y   = (x + y)   =     (J     zmim2n,    tor every ra,

mi, m 2=1

we have

| (/+«)- A |   g 2-"x*.

Hence/+g = A. This proves

Theorem 1. Every conditionally complete lattice ordered group G is iso-

morphic, as a lattice ordered group, to a subgroup of the vector lattice of Cara-

theodory functions generated by its lattice G* of carriers.

Corollary 1. Every archimedean lattice ordered group has a representa-

tion such as the one described in the theorem.

Corollary 2. Every archimedean lattice ordered group is abelian.

As an example, let X be an abstract L space. By this, we mean a Banach

lattice for which x>0, y>0, implies

||x + y\\ = ||x|| + ||y||.

We notice that X satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 2, so that

X* is conditionally complete and a complete.

We fix a generalized weak unit u= [ea, a£21] in X. For every a, we let

* II        II

m(ea) = |]ea||,

and for every x*£AT*, we let

m(x*) = £l|0„,**)||

where the sum is infinite if an uncountable number of summands differ from

zero.

We thus have a completely additive measure on X* which is not neces-

sarily a finite. Thus, X is isomorphic to a subspace of the space C of Cara-

theodory functions generated by the measure algebra X*. In order to deter-

mine precisely which functions in C are in the image space, we observe first

that the elements

/ = aiXi + a2x2 + • • • + anxn

of C for which m(x*) < oo, i = 1, 2, • • • , ra, are surely there. This is the sub-

space 7 of C. It is not difficult to see that the image of X in C is the Banach

space completion S of 7 with the norm
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11/11 = £ I a'\ •m(xi).
»=i

In order words, X is isomorphic with the Caratheodory space 5 of sum-

mable functions generated by the measure algebra X*. This is Kakutani's

theorem, [19], for the general case; i.e., the nonseparable case.

We remark that the measure algebra X* is a finite if and only if X has a

weak unit or, equivalently, if X* has a maximal element so that it is a

boolean algebra. Whether or not the measure for X* is finite depends upon

the choice of the weak unit.

6. We turn now to a slightly different, but related, topic in which the

Caratheodory functions are involved. A difficult problem in the theory of

vector lattices is that of determining when compatible norms exist. Not so

well known, but perhaps equally difficult, is the existence of a set of compati-

ble semi norms pa, a£Sl, for a vector lattice X such that for every x^O there

is an a£3l for which pa(x)y^0. By a compatible semi norm we understand

a semi norm p such that |x| ~=\y\ implies p(x)^p(y).

Our purpose now is to discuss the existence of compatible semi norms for

the space of Caratheodory functions generated by a local boolean algebra.

Our results are in the form of two criteria, the first for the existence of

compatible semi norms and the second for their nonexistence.

Criterion 1. Let X be an archimedean vector lattice, x£X, x>0, and

x*, the carrier of x, such that if SD= [D] is the set of all countable subdivi-

sions of x* then, for every 7>£2D, there is an x*>£79 such that for every D,

7C'£SD there is a 7>"£2D for which xDr\xD-Z)xD". There is then a compatible

semi norm p on X such that p(x)^0.

Remark 1. It is the second criterion, not this one, in which the Cara-

theodory functions are involved.

Remark 2. By a countable subdivision of x* we mean a countable set

{x*} of pairwise disjoint carriers whose union is x*. Then xD is a member of

the countable subdivision D = {x* }.

Proof. Let x>0 have carrier x*. We show there is a compatible semi

norm p on X such that p(x) =1. It is necessary only to define p for all y >0.

For every 79£SD, let

c(y, T>) = inf [c\ c-(x, xD) > (y, xD)]

and let

p(y) = inf [c(y, D)\ D £ »].

It is evident that p(x) = 1.

Moreover, for every y >0, p(y) < oo. For, if we let

y„ = (rax - y)+, ra = 1, 2, • • • ,
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then {y*{ is an increasing sequence of carriers whose union is x*. We con-

sider the subdivision D whose members are

*       * *
xn = yn+i — yn, n = 1, 2, • • • .

Then xD = x*, for some n, so that

Piy) S c(y, D) S n.

That p(ky) =kp(y), ior every k>0, is obvious.

We finally show that p(y) +p(z) 2:p(y+z). For, if e>0, we may choose

D and D' so that

c(y, D) < p(y) + e/2    and    c(z, D') < p(z) + e/2.

Now, let D" be such that x*D" ExD!~^x*D'.  Then c(y, D")<p(y)+e/2 and

c(z, D")<p(z)+t/2. We thus have

Piy + *) S c(y + z, D") S c(y, D") + c(z, D")

< Piy) + p(z) + c

We give two examples in which this criterion holds.

(a) Suppose x* contains an atom e*Sx*. Then every subdivision D of

x* has a member which contains e*. We let x% be this element. It is clear

that this selection satisfies Criterion 1.

(b) Let 77 be a totally ordered abelian group for which the interval

topology [20] does not have a countable base at the identity 0. We consider

a fixed interval 7 and consider finite unions of subintervals of 7, modulo

finite sets, as the elements of a boolean algebra A. Now, for every subdivi-

sion D of 7 one of the members of the subdivision must contain an interval

with 0 as left end point. For, otherwise, the left end points of all the inter-

vals of the members of the subdivision would form a countable set with 0 as

limit point. We let this member of the subdivision be Id. It is obvious that

this selection satisfies Criterion 1. Hence, for every Caratheodory function/,

with carrier 7, there is a semi norm p on the space C(A) of Caratheodory

functions generated by A, such that p(f)^0. It is evident that 7 may be re-

placed here by any element in A.

Proposition 8. The vector lattice of Caratheodory functions generated by an

algebra every member of which contains an atom admits compatible locally con-

vex Hausdorff topologies. The vector lattice of Caratheodory functions generated

by the algebra of finite sets of non degenerate intervals, modulo finite sets, in a

totally ordered abelian group for which no countable sequence converges to 0,

admits compatible locally convex Hausdorff topologies.

Our second criterion assures the nonexistence of compatible semi norms
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in certain Caratheodory spaces.

Criterion 2. Let X be a space of all Caratheodory functions generated

by a local boolean algebra, let x£X and let x*, the carrier of x, be such that

it may be split as follows:

+ ♦ ♦ + * +
x   = Xi \J xi,     where    xi C\ x2 = 0 ,

x,- = xtl W xn,    where   Xn C\ x,-2 = 0 , i = 1,2

* * *
X,1...,n_1   =   Xjr ..,■„_,! W X,-j. . .,n_j2,

where

* * *
x.i...^.,! D x,-1...,-n_l2 = 0 , Xi, • • • , t„-i = 1, 2

so that, for every sequence t'i, it, ■ ■ ■ , i„, ■ ■ ■ , i„ = 1, 2, we have

xflr\xhhr\ ■ ■ ■ r\ x,-li2...,-nn • • • = o .

There is then no compatible semi norm on X with p(x)y^0.

Proof. Suppose there is a semi norm p such that p(x) > 0. Then there is

a chain

Xix, Xj-jt'j, , Xil...in,  •   •   •

such that, for every ra, the carrier of x»v«„ is x*...j„, and such that

p(xil...ij) > 0.

For, otherwise, there would be x, y with p(x) =p(y) =0 and p(x+y)>0. We

consider the function

J    =   2—1 ", r   l^il • • ■ «'n -1 ^M • • • in) •
n-l    PiXit-.-iJ

It then follows that p(f)>n, for every ra, which is impossible.

As an example, we consider the boolean algebra of measurable sets,

modulo sets of measure 0, on the interval [0, l]. The space of Caratheodory

functions is then the set of all equivalence classes of measurable functions.

Clearly, every carrier satisfies Criterion 2, so that we have:

Corollary 1. The vector lattice of equivalence classes of measurable func-

tions on [0, l] admits no nontrivial compatible semi norms.

It would be interesting to know whether there are carriers which satisfy
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neither criterion, but we have not been able to settle this matter.

Added in proof (April 11, 1958): The question posed after Proposition 1

has been answered by M. Henriksen. If C(S) is the Banach lattice of con-

tinuous functions on the ordered set 5 = w + l+fi* with the interval topology,

the lattice of carriers of C(S) is not relatively complemented.
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